
Set 3 Maths Home Learning

For w/c 14.06.2021

Only complete this work if you are in Ms Duggan’s group in Maths.



Monday - Recognising a half



All of the picture are 
showing you a half.

Half an orange
Half a strawberry
Half red beads, half 
yellow beads
Half way to Halifax
Half a bottle of juice
Half past two
Half red beads





Ron and Amir are going to share the pizza.
They cut it into 2 equal parts.

They each have one half of the whole
pizza.
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Here is a pizza.



Which of these shapes have one half 
shaded?

v



Eva wants to colour half of each set of 
shapes.

a) 

b)

c)

How many should she colour each time?    

Have a think



Now it’s 
your turn!
Answer 
the 
questions 
in your 
home 
learning 
books



Here is half a shape.
Can you draw the whole shape?
Is there more than one way to do this?

Have a think



Which shapes have exactly one half 
shaded?

Have a think



Now answer 
the 
remaining 
questions in 
your book.
For some of 
these you 
will need to 
draw them. 
Use a ruler 
to complete 
this. 



Further challenge



Tuesday – Find a half





Here are 12 flowers.
The flowers are shared equally between 2 pots.
How many flowers will be in each pot?  

There are 6 flowers in each pot.    
12 ÷ 2 = 6
Half of 12 = 6



Here are 14 flowers.
The flowers are shared equally between 2 pots.
How many flowers will be in each pot?  

There are 7 flowers in each pot.    
14 ÷ 2 = 7
Half of 14 = 7

























Wednesday – Recognise a quarter



We can recognise a quarter when a shape, 
measure or quantity has been split into 4 
equal parts.

Which cheesecake has been split into 4 
equal parts? 



They cut it into 4 equal parts.
They each have one quarter of the whole
cheesecake.
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The children are sharing the cheesecake
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This shape has been divided into 
4 equal parts.

Each part is one quarter of the 
whole shape.
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Which shapes have one quarter shaded?

Have a think



















Thursday – Maths Workshop

Check Marvellous Me for a link to the 
Maths workshop at 11:00 – 12:00



1)   Which shapes are divided into quarters?

2)   4 children share these strawberries 
equally. How many will they each get?

3)   Can 8 children share these strawberries 
equally?

Friday – Find a 
quarter



1)   Which shapes are divided into quarters?

2)   4 children share these strawberries 
equally. How many will they each get?

3)   Can 8 children share these strawberries 
equally?

8 ÷ 4 = 2

Yes, they will get 1 each.

They will each get 2 strawberries.



Here are 12 cakes.
They are shared equally between 4 plates.

There are 3 cakes on each plate.

12 ÷ 4 = 3             One quarter of 12 is 3



Amir and Whitney are rowing from the trees to 
the horses. Their route is marked by the dotted 
line.

Whitney says, “I’m half way there!”
Is she correct?

Whitney

Amir











There are 4 pennies in each part.
16 ÷ 4 = 4   
One quarter of 16 is 4

16

4 4 4 4

I can use a bar model 
to find a quarter.



I can halve and halve 
again to find a quarter.

One quarter of 16 is 4



Here is 
1
4

of Ron’s marbles.

How many marbles does Ron have 
altogether?                                       

Have a think

1
4

of      = 28

8



Have a think1
4

of         = 2080

20

80

20 20 20















Take a picture of all of your home learning for this week and 
email it to your teacher so we can see all your incredible 
work.

6A@hortongrangeacademy.co.uk – Miss Ramsden’s class

6B@hortongrangeacademy.co.uk – Miss Darbyshire’s class

6C@hortongrangeacademy.co.uk – Miss Quinn’s class
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